From Crawford Perspectives November issue of October 31 (Copyright Arch Crawford):
Page one: “
All this exacerbated by strange and powerful news items impacting our political process,
enmeshed in its own historic and histrionic degeneration. Honorable mention should also be afforded to
the Solar Dynamics which are disrupting the Earth’s Magnetic Field to the tune of seven of nine, highest
since a similar reading early last May [see chart on our website-top, left]
Analyzing the skies over New York and Washington, we think that the most likely time for a
market Crash is November 14 to 17. Considering that, we would expand that to Nov. 8-21! We will keep
our 200% Short and remind you to stock up with extra cash, food, water, gas, ammo, batteries, matches,
candles, paper goods and anything else they do in Florida when expecting a hurricane. Include gold and
silver and whatever comforts you may desire over at least those two weeks! It could be worse?!

Page two:
“The two sides of this election are much more dramatically dedicated to one side or
the other than usual. So much so that there are likely to be charges and counter-charges of malfeasance,
with a great deal of anger exhibited by the grass roots. Some of the aligned groups are even threatening
to riot if their contender fails to win in the established process. Although Mr. Trump publicly refused to
say he would accept the election results on live TV, Mrs. Clinton, on the returning plane, was asked the
same question by a Fox reporter. She then discussed what Trump had said and what it might mean, but
also evaded a direct answer to the same question!

Post-election America could be extremely disruptive for a few days to a few weeks, and some areas
could become quite dangerous with some businesses closed or burned or looted. We feel that it may
become important to remain in the safety of your home or neighborhood depending on conditions, and
you would be wise to update and augment your survival plans and supplies before the political results
are known, or even suspected. Complicating circumstances have already grown entirely out of control
with WikiLeaks, Black Lives Matter, LGBT’s, Feminists, Blacks, Hispanics and Muslims all jumping into the
fray! “May you live in Interesting times” has been reported to be a curse by somewhat earlier Chinese
observers!
Frankly, I wouldn’t want to miss finding out what happens!

“The US market is so much more expensive based on price to sales, price to earnings, price to book
than any other market in the world that US stocks are in my opinion more vulnerable than in general
perceived.”
Marc Faber – The Gloom, Boom & Doom Report
The Full November issue is available at:
http://www.CrawfordPerspectives.com/documents/CP16-Oct31-Novem.pdf
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